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The most important vocal form of Karnatic music is the kIti (lit. 'doing', 
'making'). It is used for all compositions in this presentation. The 
~ consists of three parts, each having its own music and text. These 
arc called pallav!, anupallav1 and caraQ8. There is a return to the 
pallav! following the anupallav! and again following the carana. Within 
this general framework however Dany variations are possible since the 
number of lines used for the various sections and their lengths may vary. 
Dtk~itar's krtis are exceedingly rich and imaginative in this reNpect. 
The carapa sections in particular illustrate a variety of unusual con
structions. In some of these the lengths of the lines are strIcti, lim
ited so as to form precise visual patterns. Some of the ~ depict a 
gradual increase of text dimension, progressing from one line to the next. 
In other instances n gradual decrease of dimension 1s depicted. This con
cern for order and proportion peroeates all aspects of D!k~itar's style. 
Careful consideration is also given to the rhYDe schemes. As a result, 
"the carapa sections form one integral whole so that no part could be 
omitted as is the case with the krtis of other composers •.. ln addition the 
typical use of madhya~aklla ('medium tempo') passages of varying lengths 
lend needed variety." (Ibid.) The krti is an elastic form allowing un
limited variety to the composer. It is also challenging to the performer 
since the sections can be extensive while at the same tioe requiring 
elaborate use of ornamentation. 
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Mutt.uswami Dlk~ltar was born 1n the village of Tiruvarur in the district of Tanjore in 
Tamil Nadu, South India. He was the youngest of the prominent 'karnatic trinity' which 
included Tyaganija (1762-1847) and ~yama ~astrI (1762-1827). These three composers re
present the highest achievements of the South Indian classical tradition in a similar 
way that Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven represent the highest achievements of the western 
classical tradition. MuttuswAmi Olksitar, TyAgar~ja, and ~yama ~astrI also shared the 
same religious ideals and beliefs. Yet, in their own individual ways, they expressed 
themselves differently through music. This unique flourishing of genius was partly due 
to favorable economic and cultural circumstances as Tiruvarur was at the time an important 
religious center and the religious capitol of the Mahiratta rulers whose generous support 
and patronage of music stimulated interest in composition. 

Muttuswilmi's family background was also an important factor which influenced his develop
ment as a composer. His father Rnmaswami Dlk~itar (1735-1818) was a highly respected 
composer in his own right and had good connections with the Maharatta court. Even today 
Ramaswami is still considered as having been a "leading, versatile, Iflasterly and venture
some composer" (Raghavan: 1975). And he is remembered even more for his contributions as 
a theorist since he was a leading figure in the development which led from the former 
system of !!&! nomenclature and classification, the Venka~amakhin system, to the modern 
melakarta system. * Ramaswami' s achievements thus provided a fTamework for Muttuswami 
in both the theory and practice of~. It is therefore not surprising that of the 
karnatic trinity Muttuswami' s approach to the handling of ragas is the most theoretical 
and systemmatic. This aspect of his style is clearly evident in the compositions included 
in these recordings. The variety of ragas which are employed are all carefully selected 
and their sequences determined 80 as to enhance the expression and underlying symbolisms 
of the texts. Both the Caturdda R4gamlllika and the Navagraha Krtis indicate a prevelence 
for working with large-scale forms. This follows in the tradition of his father who had 
a reputation for composing long and complicated works. Ra:masw~mi was an ackowledged 
master of the ragamiilika (lit. 'a garland of ragas'), a form which in a single composition 
combines a variety of different ragas. One of these compositions addressed to the 
goddess Minakst is comprised of 40 rAgas. Another complicated work is comprised of 
48 ragas, and his magnum opus is a work featuring 108 different ragas and tnas. 

Huttuswami was also a Sanskrit scholar and well versed in traditional literature and 
philosophy. His texts, for the most part, were written in Sanskrit, however employing 
the grantha script which was based on the Tamil alphabet rather than the devanagarI. This 
preference for the classical language instilled in his music a wide appeal for musicians 
and scholars from all parts of India. The texts are rich in the use of symbolisms, a 
wide variety of terminology drawn from Indian philosophy and astrology, and iconographical 
descriptions of the Hindu deities. All this combined with an abundance of alliteration 
and the mastery of musical craftsmanship produced music of a high intellectual level. 
Elaborate embellishment is also characteristic of Muttuswami's music. This trait can be 
attributed to his background in vlna and the skill which was developed in the extempori
zation of the slow iilapana in partkular. This partly explains why his music favors the 
slower and more stately tempos neglecting as it were some of the qualities of a more 
dynamic temperament. Raghavan further indicates that URis attitude as a devotee was not 
emotional like that of Tyagaraja, but intellectual. This accounts for his songs lacking, 
in general, the surge of emotions like sorrow and anguish, but they are full of Tepose 
and joy. If Tyagaraja was inspired by devotion (bhakti), Dlk~itar was inspired by 
knowledge (j liana) . " 

* This system is comprised of 72 melas (primary ~ scales). The scales for all 
other ragas fall within the classification scheme. The 72 melas are divided into 
12 cakras(groups) so as to distinguish-major differences in melodic characteristics. 
Each cakra is comprised of 6 melas and are numbered accordingly; cakra I-melas 1-6, 
cakra 1I-7-12, III-l3-18, IV-19-24, V-25-30, VI-31-36 . These first 36 melas all 
use the natural 4th degree of the scale • .•••• The remaining 36 melas use the raised 
4th degree of the scale; cakra VII-37-42, VIII-43-48, rX-49-54, X-55-60, Xr-61-66 
and XII-67-72. A cl)!O\plete description appears in Vol. 3 of Sambamoorthy's "South 
Indian Music" (see bibliography p. 13). The descriptions of the ragas in this 
presentation follow this numbering system. 

NAVAGRAHA Kt:'TIS 
THE 9 PLANE15 

CATURDASA RAGAMALIKA 
THE 14 WORLDS 

AND "SRI GURUNA" 
BY MUTIUSWAMT DT~ITAR [1775-1835] 

MUSICAL FORM 

The most important vocal form of Karnatic music is the ~ (lit. 'doing', 
'making') . It is used for all compositions in this presentation . The 
~ consists of three parts, each having its own music and text. These 
are called pallav"i, anupallavl. and carana. There is a return to the 
pallavY following the anupallavI and again following the carana. Within 
this general framework however many variations are possible since the 
number of lines used for the various sections and their lengths may vary. 
OIk$itar's krtis are exceedingly rich and imaginative in this respect. 
The carapa sections in particular illustrate a variety of unusual con
structions. In some of these the lengths of the lines are strictly lim
ited so as to form preCise visual patterns. Some of the ~ depict a 
gradual increase of text dimension, progressing from one line to the next. 
In other instances a gradual decrease of dimension is depicted. This con
cern for order and proportion permeates' all aspects of DIk~itar's style. 
Careful consideration is also given to the rhyme schemes. As a result, 
lithe caraQa sections form one integral whole so that no part could be 
omitted as is the case with the kItis of other composers ... ln addition the 
typical use of madhyamakala ('medium tempo') passages of varying lengths 
lend needed variety." (Ibid.) The ~ is an elastic form allowing un
lt~ited variety to the composer. It is also challenging to the per,former 
since the sections can be extensive while at the same ti~e requiring 
elaborate use of ornamentation. 

NOTATION 

Indian theory divides the octave into 22 parts called ~ruti (lit. 'that 
which is heard I). These micro-tonal intervals 'approximate closely the size 
of the quarter-tone. In the following Table the ~ruti are numbered from 
o to 22 ('C to C'). These are shown in comparison with the' conventional 
nomenclature of the Karnatic and the Hindustani (North Indian) systems. 
C is used as the fundamental pitch for the transcriptions of all ragas. 
Equal divisions of the octave provide a fairly accurate close approxima
tion with general practices. In the Karnatic system the ~ruti are counted 
from the adjacent lower tone; e. g. increases of interval size for the 
2nd degree of the scale (0) are defined as either 1 truti (ekasruti), 
2 Bruti (dviSruti, also called 'suddha'), 3 sruti (triSruti~ti 
(c~ruti), 5 huti (pandruti) or 6 sruti (§at~ruti) . Similarly the 
same terminology is used for defining increases of interval size pertain
ing to the 6th degree of the scale (A). The circled letters are those 
which most closely relate to the tones of the diatonic major scale. The 
letters, S r g ~ p d n, denote abbreviations of the scale tones; i.e. 
Sa ri .&!. rna .p..!. dha ni. The numbering of these tones defines increases 
of interval size measured from the adjacent lower degree of the scale. 
The symbols ro 84 and n+ have been added to define closer-spaced 
intervals in the notation more clearly. Sruti number 3, 10, 12. 14 and 
16 are omitted since they are not relevanttOthe descriptions of the 
ragas in these performances. 

~ruti ~ Hindustani 

W 0 S ~aQja sa 
1 r. ekasruti ri 

~ 
2 r, Buddha ri komal ri 
4 r~ catussruti ri suddha ri 
6 r3 ~a~sruti ri 

E~~ 4 g, Buddha ga 
E~ 5 h sadharl)a ga komal ga 

! 
7 81 antarll ga Buddha ga 
8 g'f cyuta (tlvra antarii) ga 
9 m, ~uddha rna komal rna 

11 CI~ prati ma ttvra rna 
13 p pancama pa 
15 d, suddha dha komal dha 

~ 
17 d). catussruti dha suddha dha 
19 d3 ~a~sruti dha 
17 n, suddha ni 

j 18 n). kaiSika ni komal dha 
20 nl klikali ni Buddha dha 
21 n+ cyuta (t"l.vra kAkali) ni 
22 S tara ~a9ja t"3ra sa 

Other notational s:l!!!bols 

1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 
Closely-spaced intervals: S r. m, !I+ d 3 n3 n+ 
Prominent notes '~' (amsa) : (0 
Unstressed notes 'durbala I (~): (r) 

Alternate notes of Clixed (bhli§anga) ragas: [n] 

Irregular ascending a~d descending progressions (vakr .• ) : 1£!!!S., SnSp 

The rhythmic divisions for the time-cycles (talas) are indicated with 
vertical lines. A line crossing the full staff denotes a division 
marking the full length of each cycle, whereas lines marked part-way 
across the staff denote subsidiarydlvisions. For all examples the basic 
beat of the fala is equivalent to the time-value of the quarter-note. 
The first example, ~ tala, is comprised of 14 beats. Here the 
vertical lines indicate that the sub-divisions are comprised of 4 beats + 
2 + 4 + 4. 



Ornamentation 

The following ornaments (gamakas) are described in the "SangHa Sampradiiya PradarHni." This 
most important reference on the music and musical practices of Muttusw~mi Dlk,itar and his 
contemporaries was written by Subbarama Dlk~itar (1839-1906), the nephew of Muttuswami. 
Subbar'3ma advocates a system of signs to designate specific ornaments commonly employed. These. 
signs are shown in the musical examples to indicate where the ornaments are performed. 

kampita 

sphurita 

prakyllhata (dolsm) 

w tirupa (nokku) 

II ravai 

kandippu 

va:j.i 

/ etrajllru 

\. irakkajllru 

x odukkal 

origai 

A vibrato-like undulation resembling the 
.!!.!!!.. produced on any adjacent tones. 

A stress given to a note of longer 
length in a group of closely-spaced 
tones, resembling the acclaccatura. 
Applies mainly to ascending motion, 
generally in fast tempos. 

The same as 'sphurita', however applying 
to descending motion, generally in 
medium and slow tempos. In vocal prac
tices this is also called tsphurita'. 

A stress placed on a neighboring tone, 
either from below or f~om above. Simi
lar to the appoggiatura. 

A stress given to the-initial part of 
a phrase. 

The stress given at the end of a phrase. 

A v~t}lI ornament. An embellishment of 
a note with a circling motion of the finger 
on the fret. Similar to the ~. 

A slide from one note to a higher note 
exceeding the interval of a 2nd. Simi
lar to the portamento. 

The same as 'etraj'lru', however applying 
to descending motion. 

A frequently performed ~ ornament. 
From a lower note which is plucked a 
higher is produced by pulling the string 
over the same fret. 

The reverse of 'odukkal'. From a higher 
note which is plucked a lower is pro
duced by releasing the tension of the 
pulled string. 

ATTENDANT DEITIES AND SYMBOLISMS FOR OBLATIONS OF THE NAVAGRAHA (The 9 Planets) 

Sun 8 
Moon g 
Mars AN~ 

L. ~ 

Mercury ~ 
Jupiter 1·_mJ 
Venus t> 
Saturn ~ 

Dragon's ~ head 

Dragon's B tail 

Deities· Foods Element Color Gemstone 

Rudra wheat/sugar fire white ruby 
Agni 

Gauri rice water white pearl 

~etrapati peas fire red coral 
Pr thvi 

Niriya~an green lentil earth yellow emerald 
Vl~~u 

Brahma peanuts yellow yellow saphire 
Indra rice curd 

Marutvat small beans water white diamond 
Indran1. clarified butter 

Prajapati sesame seeds space blue blue saphire 
Yama sesame oil 

Sarparaja black lentil smoke hessonite garnet 
Godhavati 

Brahma horse grain smoke cat's eye 
Citragupta lemon rice 

• The primary attendant deity (atidevata) is listed first, followed 
the secondary attendant deity (pratidevata). 

NAVAGRAlIA MANTRAS 

The mantras in this recording are the 'navagrahanamask3ramantra' ('Verses in Honor of the 
Nine Planets'). These represent the important Taittirlya tradition of the Black (kr~Qa) 
Yajus School and as such are part of the Yajurveda. The Taittir~ya tradition is prominent 
throughout most of South India. The mantras occur in a variety o f texts, however only those 
sources which are most significant are cited. For each planet a set of three mantras are 
provided. These appear in the following texts: Taittirtya Sa1J1hita (TS), Tait~Brahmana 
(TB), Taittiriya ArB\lyaka (TA) and the ~gveda (RV). Translations of the TS mantras are . 
taken from Keith's "Veda of the Black Yajus School." The TB and TA mantras occur in the RV. 
These translations are taken from Griffith's "The Hymns of the ~gveda . " Citations are given 
following each mantra. 

The combinations of the separate texts comprise the piija mantras (mantras for worship) for 
the navagraha. The mantras were obtained in these forms from the "Taittirtya Mantra-Kosh" 
(see bibliography). 

NAVAGRAHA KIJ.TIS 

The music and texts for the nine krtis comprising this work were inspired by iconographical 
images of the planetary deities and stories derived from a variety of sources in Hindu 
mythology. COtllnencing with the Sun, the planet of foremost importance, the navagraha kItis 
are performed in the following order; SiiRYA (Sun), CANDRA (Moon), ~GXRAKA (Mars), BUDHA 
(Mercury), BVoHASPATI (Jupiter), ~UKRA (Venus), SANI (Satu.-n), RAHU (the Dragon's head) and 
KETU (the Dragon's tail). With the exception of the kitis RIlhu and Ketu, which were added 
at a later time by an unknown composer, each of the remaining krtis is assigned its own .!!!! 
and tala. Diksitar's omission of Rlhu and Ketu may possibly be accounted for by the fact 
that~South indian tradition it is a tendency to omit inconspicuous and inauspicious elements. 
Dik~itar's choice of ragas and tUas clearly aims at expressing the varying levels of status 
accorded the planetary deities. Thus SUrya, as the principle deity, is assigned the imposing 
saurlstram .!!&! which contains all the ascending and descending notes of the scale. For the 
other planets, excluding Rlhu and Ketu, incomplete scales comprised of less than seven notes 
are used. ~ukra as leader and perceptor of the demons stands opposed to the main body of the 
planetary deities being assigned the exotic pharaja !!&! which Significantly is not part of 
the Karnatic tradition. Thus ~ukra is placed in a realm apart from the sphere of common 
tradition accorded the 'heavenly' deities. The rlgas used for Rlhu and Ketu employ the sharpene 
4th degree of the scale, prati~. This added dissonance most likely is intended to symbolize 
the physical deformities of these deities (see ref. note 2 for Rahu). 

Diksitar's choice of t3las further illustrates a concern for showing proper status. The 
choices are governed by the characteristic disposition of the different ~ according to 
their theoretical classification. Each of the Dlk~itar krtis is assigned a particular variety 
of one of th~ seven solidi tllas, a term derived from the 'euladi t compositions of Purandara 
Dlisa (1484-1564). The suliidl together with gttas and" alankllras were forms used by Purandara 
DAsa for the purpose of demonstrating the 35 varieties of t~las which were then coming into 
vogue. This system rep,esented a simplification of the ol~re cumbersome system of tala 
and has since formed the basis for the modem Karnatic theory. The principles of the modern 
system are illustrated in the diagram below. Each one of the seven sulidl t~las is classified 
into five types (j!ED. These are differentiated according to the nun;ser-of subdivisions 
(ak§aras) which comprise the largest division; e.g. in ti~ra 1!!! the largest division is 
comprised of 3 ak§aras, in cllturdra .1!ll 4, in khansla 5, mUra 7 and in sanklrna 9. The 
circled ~ indicate the particular 1!!! of the ~ tlilas which have been used by Dlk~itar. 

JUi 

Planet: slil1idi tllla tHra khanda mHra sanklr a 

Surya dhruva 3+2+3+3 5+2+5+5 7+2+7+7 9+2+9+9 

Candra mathya 3+2+3 5+2+5 7+2+7 9+2+9 

Aitgllraka rupaka 2+3 2+5 2+7 2+9 

Budha jhampa 3+1+2 4+1+2 5+1+2 E3> 9+1+2 

e B,haspati tripufa 4+2+2 5+2+2 7+2+2 9+2+2 

Sukra .ill. 3+3+2+2 4+4+2+2 e 7+7+2+2 9+9+2+2 

~ani eka 3 <L) 5 

The composer conforming with the precepts of musical tradition has instilled a broad and varied 
compass of rhythmic activity as being representative of the planetary system. The longest 
and most imposing .t!W, ~ and.!I!., are assigned to Snrya and ~ukra. On the other hand, 
the tAla of smallest dimension, eka, is assigned to ~ani. This may have been done to impart 
the idea of least importance to sani, as this is the planet of evil and is to be avoided (see 
rev. note 2 for ~ani). Symbolisms may also apply to the remaining planets Brhaspati, Candra, 
Abgllraka and Budha. The disposition of the navagraha according to the cardinal directions 
also has significance in terms of their status. The placements shown by the artist's drawing 
on the front cover is commonly encountered in South Indian temples, with Surya placed at the 
center and the other eight planets facing the eight cardinal directions; Sukra facing North, 
Candra NE, Aitgliraka E, Rlihu SE, ~ani S, Ketu SW, B,haspati Wand Budha NW. The eight direc
tions are said to correspond with the eight-part division of the day which emanates from 
Surya. There are many variants for the disposition of the navagraha, as within a temple com
plex this is determined in relationship to placements of stars and planets at the time of 
commencement of construction. Nevertheless many South Indian temples arrange the nine planetar 
deities in a single group next to one another facing the directions illustrated. 



NAVAGRAHA KI;rI1S 

RAGA SCALES AND PHRASES 
8 

saurlt.tram raga: 17th mela 

~ ~ . §. u 

~. , . . • 1" r, g, M, P do. DJ S 

dhruva tUa [4+2+4+4 - 14] 

asaverl riga: 8thuela 

* 
h u •• . .. 5. ~ • 

(~q •• ~. 01§ ~-l . . . 
S D .. S 

... 
S [r.:} m, p d, P d, n,. d, P M,[r~rl S 

ma~hya fila [4+2+4 - 10J 
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surafi raga: 28th mela 
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SANSKRIT TEXT 

mantra 
Om 1. satyena rajasa vartamano nlve~ayann am'ftam. marty~ 
c~ / bira~yayena savita rathena f devo y3ti bhuvan3 
vipa~yan (TS 3.4.11. 2) 1/ agniIJI dut"'!' vro1mahe hotllr",!, 
vHvavedasam I asya yajnasya sukratum (TB 3.5.2.3; 
RV 1.12.1) 1/ ye~il.m He pdupatiJ;l pdn~ catu~padllm uta 
ca dvipadil.m I ni~krito'y",!, yajll.iy"i' bhilgam etu rlyas 
po~l yajamllnasya santu (TS 3.1.4.1) 1/ 
pallav1 
sUryaDftlrte nama t stu te Bundaracch'!y§dhipate I 

anupallavI ] 
kil.ryakil.ral'l!tmakajagatprlka~a simh1.rll.Syadhipate [madhyamakila 
aryavinutatejassphiirte arogylidiphaladakl:rte I 

cara1j.l8 
sarasamitra mitra bhano sahasraklra~a karl}8SUno 
krtirapapaharakrt.ano guruguhamoditasvabhano surijaneqlta 
sudlnamane somadigrahal:\lkhamaI).e dhlrarcita k.armasak~it;te 
divyatar~sapta~varathine [madhyamakila Jsauril?tar~ntratmane 
sauvarnasvarupitmane bharati6ahariharatmane 
bhukt~uktivitara~atmane I I 

mantra 
Olp i pyayasva sam etu te visva tas soma v :nrp.iyam I bhava 
viijasya saJjlgathe (TS 3.2.5.3) II apsu me somo ab:avid 
antar visvini bhe~aji I agnil!l ca vi$vasBlpbhuvam apa~ ca 
vHvabhe~aji!.> (TB 2.5.8.6; RV 1.23.2~; lO.9.~) il 
gaur>: mimliya salillini takliaty ekapad1 dvipad1 sa 
catu~padl I aHlipadi navapadY babhuvusY sahasrak~ara 
parame vyoman (TB 2.4.6.11; RV 1. 164.41) 1/ 
pallavl 
candr~ bhaja manasa sadhuhrdRyasad;dam I 

anupallavl 
iridrlidilokaplile<!itatardam indu,!, ~o4dakallidharam 
nisakaram indirlisahodaraJjl sudhlkaramani~am I 

cara1"l8. 
~atlkaramaulivibhul;la\18.J!l ~1takira:g.a1!l caturbhuj a~ 
madanacchatr~ ~apakar~ venka~esanayana~ vira\1manojanan~ 
vidhu'!' kumudamitra'!' vidhiguruguhavaktra'!' b- [madhyamak1il3 
-hltkalJl gl.~pati&apanugrahaplitr",!, 
4araccandrikJ.dhavalaprakasagatralp 
kah~akeyilraharamuku~adidharalJl pahkajariplllJl 
rohi~l.priyakaracaturam I I 

mantra 
Om agnir miirdhli diva!.> kakutpati!.> p,thivyii ayam I aP"iilJl 
retli'!'si jinvati (TS 1.5.5.1; 4.4.4.1) II syona p,thivi 
bhava' nrksar1i nive~an1. I yacchi nas ~arma saprathah. 
(TA lo.i.io; RV 1.22.15) II klietrasya patina vayalJl· 
hiteneva jayamasi I gam a~vClJ!l p0t?ayitnv a sano au;git1.
dr4e (TS 1.1.14.2) II 
pa11avl. 
afigirakam ail:rayimy ahal!l (4r1.) vinatisritajanamandaratp. 
mangalavaram bhiimikumara~ vir8l}l viral!l I 

anupallal/1 
4rhg1.rakame~av,§cikarasyadhipatiIJI raktangalJl rakt"iimbarlididhar"'!' 
daktisiiladhara~ [madhyamak3la] mangalalJl kambugala'l' 
manjulatarapadayugalmp mangaladiyakaJ!le![laturangaqt 
makarottungam I 

carana 
~surasevitamandasmitavilasitavaktralJl 
dharaI).'lprada~ bhrit;k.arakaJ!l raktanetrru;n dlnarak~akarp 
puj itavaidyanathak~etralJl 
divyaughlidiguruguhakaFlklilinugrahaplitram [madhyamakila] 
bhanucandragurumitr3J!l bhasamanasukalatralJl 
jinusthahastacitral!'- caturbhujamativicitram II 

3 

ENGLISH TRANSLATION 

COming with true light, placing the mortal and the immortal, with 
the golden car Savitr the god advanceth gazing on the worlds II 
We choose Agni the messenger, the herald, master of all wealth well 
skilled in this our sacrifice II What cattle the lord of cattle 
ruleth, both the four-footed and the two-footed, may he, bought off, 
go to his sacrificial share; may abundances of wealth fall to the 
sacrificer I I 

Salutations Oh Lord in the form of Snrya, the Lord of the beautiful 
ChlIy.!l.' 

Oh illuminator of all infinite causes and effects in the world, 
the Lord of Simha rUi.' [madhyamakil.la] One whose effulgent lustre 
has been praised by those of highest esteem, the bestower of 
benefits such as good health. 

Friend to the day-lotus, a friend to all, the most resplendent 
one, the thousand-rayed, the father of Karna~ the fire swallowing 
dreadful sins1 whose brilliance has delighted Guruguha~ one who is 
praised by the learned, the auspicious day-jewel, crest-jewel to 
Candra and other planets, worshipped by the energetic, the witness 
to all actions, one who has the chariot drawn by the seven devine 
horses.' [madhyamakila J One whose principle nature is embedded 
in the eight-syllabled hymn of praise~ who is of golden hue, of 
the nature of Brahmi, Visnu and ~iva~ and who confers material 
benefits and spiritual e~ancipation. 

Swell up, let thy strength be gathered from all sides, 0 Soma; 
be strong in the gathering of might I I Within the waters - Soma 
thus hath told me - dwell all balms that heal, and Agni, he who 
blesseth alL The waters hold all medicines I I Forming the water
floods, the buffalo hath lowed, one-footed or two-footed or four
footed, she, who hath become eight-footed or hath got nine feet, 
the thousand-syllabled in the sublimest heaven I I 

Hind, worship Candra (pure and pleasing) who is like the hearts 
of all good men. 

(Worship Him) Always, the Lord of the stars 1 praised by the guardian 
deities of Indra'1 and others, who moistens the Earth, the one with 
16 digi ts! and rich in nec tar.4 

(Worship Him) The ornament on Lord ~iva I s crest, the cool-rayed, 
the four-armed, the parasol of Madana~ the night-maker, the eye 
of Lord Venk.a~eda~ mentally created by Virl~~ the inflictor of 
suffering! the friend of the night-lotus, and the face of Lord 
Subramanya who became the teacher of the creator. [madhyamakila] 
(Worship Him) Who bears the mark of the hare? who was first cursed 
and later favored by Brhaspati, with his white body shining bright 
in autumn, the wearer of armlets, bracelets, necklace and crown, 
enemy of the day-lotus and a courteous lover of Rohi~I.'o 

Agni is the head of the sky, the height, Lord of the earth here, 
he quickeneth the seed of the waters II Thornless be thou, 0 Earth, 
spread wide before us for a dwelling-place. Vouchsafe us shelter 
broad and sure I I By the Lord of the field as by a friend may we 
win what nourishes our kine and horses; may he be favorable to such 
as we are II 

I take refuge again in Abgaraka! the divine Mandara trel to the 
humble dependent devotees, the presiding deity of Tuesday, and the 
son of Earth . 

Who is the Lord of the cherished houses of Me~a and V,$cika~ with 
red limbs, who wears the red dress and is the bearer of the sword 
and trident. [madhyamakilaJ The auspicious one, with beautiful 
neck, with lovely feet, bestower of auspiciousness, riding on the 
Goat, and whose higher apsis4- is in Makara ra~i.S 

Who is worshipped by Gods and demons, one with the face beaming 
and smiling, bestower of landed wealth and brotherhood, with red 
eyes, protector of the afflicted, worshipped in the holy Vaidlsvaran 
temple ~ and favored by the hosts of the Gods and Guruguha. 
[madhyamakala] Who is the friend of Surya, Candra and Brhaspati, 
shining with his good wife, with his hands on his knees, having 
four arms, and who is quite extraordinary. 
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mantra 
~ ud budhyasvagne pratt jag~hy enam if?~!parte S8J!l s~jetham 
ayarp. ca / punal) kp}VB1,)lB tva pitaral!l yuv'Anam anvat1upsit tvay! 
tantum etam (TS 4 . 7.13.5) /I ida'!' vi~l)ur vi cakrame tredha 
ni dadhe padam I samu~ham asya pli1l'sure (TS 1. 2.13 .1) /I 
vi~I,lo rara:~am as! vil?I,loh pp~t:ham as! vl!}l}o§ snaptrestho 
vi:;~os SyUT as! vi~I)or dhruvam as! vai~I,lavam as! vi~r:ave 
tvil (TS 1.2.13.3) /I 

pallavi 
budham a~rayami satatatp suravinutaip candratarasutam / 

anupallavi 
budhajanaiveditaJ!l bhusurair moditam 
[madhyamakalaJ madhurakavitapradsl]1 mahanly asampadam 

carapa 
kuhkumasamadyutirp. guruguhamudak;-tirp kujavairlI)81!1 
manimukutaharakeyurakaflkanlldidharanam kaman'1yataramithuna-
kax"ty~dhipa1p pustakakaral!1 ~apu1!lsaka~ . / [madhyamak~la J 
kihkara janamahitalll kilbi~adirahita~ sailkarabhaktahita1p 
sadilnandasahi tam II 

mantra 
ClIp. b,haspate ati yad aryo arhiid dyumad vibhliti kratwnaj 
jane~u / yad dldayac chavasartaprajata tad asmasu dravi1:1a1p 
dhehi citram (TS 1.8.22.2-3) II indra marutva iha pithi 
somatp yatha saryate apibas sutasya / tava pra1:11t1. tava ~Ora 
tarmann a vivasanti kavayas suyaji'la.1) (TS L 4 .18 .1) /I 
brahma jajnanam prathamam purastad vi slmatas suruco vena 
aval;1 I sabudhn:1ya upama ~sya vil?~has satat ca yonim asata~ 
ca vi va\> (TS 4.2.8.2) /I 

pallaVl 
brhaspate tarapate brahmaj ate namo' stu te / 
anupallav1. 
mahlbala vibho g1.~pate rnanj udhanurmlnadhipate 
mahendr3dyupasitiik,te mlidhavadivinutadh1mate I 

carapa 
~uracaryavarya vajradhara ~ubhalakf}aI).a jagattrayaguro 
jaradi varj itakrodha kacaj anaka§ri tajanaka1pataro 
purariguruguhasammodita putrakaraka dinabandho 
paradicatvarivsksvarupaprakMaka dayasindho I [madhyamaka1a ] 
niramayaya n1.tikartre niranku~aya vi~vabhartre niranjanaya 
bhuvanabhoktre nirait~aya makhapradatre /1 

mantra 
O!p pra val; sukraya bhanave bharadhva1Jl havyaf!1 matil!1 cagnaye 
suputam / yo daivyani m8nu~a januDfSY antar vi~vani vidma na 
jigati (TB 2.8.2.3-4; RV 7.4.1) /I indrlit;l1m ssu nsri~u 
supatn1.m aham asravam / na hy asya apara~ cana jarasa marate 
pati\> (TS 1. 7 .13 .1) II indr",,!, vo vgvatas pari havamahe 
janebhya\> I asmakam astu keva1a\> (TS 1.6.12.1) /I 
pallavl 
~r1.~ukrabhagavanta!l1 cintayami santatatp. sakalatattvajnam 

anupallavl 
he ~ukrabhagavan mam a~u palaya ~~atuladh1.sa daityahitopadesam 
[madhayamakala] kesavaka~akf}aikanetratp kirl~adhara1!l 
dhava1agatram II 

carapa 
vl~ativatf}ar04uda~avibhagam af}~avargrup. kavitp. kalatrakiraka1p 
ravinirjaraguruvairiI)al!1 nava~ahoradrekkaI)a:divargottamavasarasa
maye vakroccan1.casvak~etravarakendramulatriko~e / [madhyamakala] 
trirp.~arp.~asa~~ya.1!lsairavata~~aparijatatp.SagopuraIll4arajayogakaraka1}l 
rajyaprada1}l guruguhamudam 1/ 

4 

Awake, 0 Agn!; be roused for him; with this one do thou create 
sacrifice and donation; making thee, his father, young again 
he hath stretched over thee this covering / / OVer this Visnu 
strode; thrice did he set down his foot; (all) is gathered· in 
its dust / / You art the forehead of Vl~\lu; thou art the back of 
Vi~I)u. Ye two are the corners of Vi~I)u' s mouth, thou art the 
thread of Vif}I)u, thou art the fixed point of Vi~'9u, thou art of 
Vi~I,1u; to Vi~~u thee! 

I always seek shelter in Budha who is worshipped by the Gods, 
who is the son of Candra and 'tara.' 

Who is revered by the learned, and who brings joy to Brahmans. 
[madhyamaka.la] Who is the bestower of the sweet art of poetry, 
the one of splendorous wealth. 

Who is brightly colored like saffron, whose form gives delight 
to Guruguha, who 1s the enemy of Kuja~ the wearer of gem-studded 
crown, necklace, armlets and bracelets, Lord of the houses of 
Mithuna and KanyiJ~ with book in hand+and who is neuter.5 

[madhyamak.ala] Who is honored by his attendents, is devoid of all 
eVil, benefits the devotees of ~iva, and is always joyous. 

That various wealth bestow upon us, 0 Brhaspati, that shall surpass 
the enemy, that shall shine glorious, with insight among men, 
that shall be resplendent in glory, 0 thou who art born of holy 
order / / 0 Indra with the Maruts drink here the Soma, as thou 
didst drink the pressed drink with ~a.rya.ta; under thy guidance, 
in thy protection, 0 hero, the singers skilled in sacrifice are 
fain to serve / / The holy power born first in the east Vena hath 
disclosed from the shining boundary, he hath revealed its funda
mental nearest forms, the womb of being and of not being / / 

Salutations B;haspati! Lord of Tara, one who is born of Brahma.' 

Oh omnipresent one, Oh Lord of great strength, Lord of speech,l. 
Lord of lovely Dhanus and Mina ~ whose form 1s adored by Indra and 
the other Gods, and who is the great intellectual honored by divini
ties like Maqhava:"" 

Oh most esteemed teacher of the Gods, wielder of the thunderbolt~ of 
auspicious markings, teacher of the three worlds~ one who is not 
affected by old age and the like, unexcitable, father of Kace,' 
the divine KalpatarUS for those who take refuge in Him, who is a 
delight to Siva and Guruguha, and the bestower of offspring, kin 
to the distressed, the manifester of the four phases of speech,' 
an ocean of compassion. [madhyamak'a.la] Who is devoid of all 
illness, the author of smrti ~o uncontrolled, the Lord of the Universe, 
the untarnished one, who delights in the worlds and is the bestower 
of vigour. 

Bring forth your gifts to his refulgent splendour, your hymn 
as purest offering to Agni, to him who goes as messenger with 
knowledge between all songs of men and Gods in heaven 1/ Indranl 
beyond other women I have heard to be favoured with a spouse, 
for never at any time shall her husband die of old age / / Indra 
for you we invoke on all sides from other men; be he ours only / / 

I always meditate upon the God ~ukra, the knower of all truths.
1 

Rescue me quickly Oh ~ukra, Lord of the houses of Tula. and Vt;~a~ 
and sound counsellor to all demons. [madhyamakala] Whose one eye 
was safeguarded by the grace of Ke~ava,3 who is the wearer of the 
crown and of white substance. 

Whose beneficial influence on the various constellations is for 
the duration of twenty yearst one having eight vargas~ the poet, 
beneficent planet for marital bliss~ inimical to Surya and Brhaspati, 
who while in navalll~a; hora}' drekaI,la,' vakra'~ nlcaj'! ucca'~ s valqietrap 
varakendra~ and in mulatriko~e1S [ madhyamakala ] ..• and while in 
the different atp.~as, trim~a1p.~a~ sal?~ya~al,7 airavat~a1t& pariyat"A~a!' 
gopuramSa;o bestows royalty and kingdoms and delights Guruguha . 
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mantra 
DIp h,!, no devlr abhi~~aya lipo bhavantu pltaye I sa,!, yor abhi 
sravantu nab (Til 1.2.1; 2.5.8.5; RV 10.9.4) /I prajapate na 
tvad etany ~nyo visvli jatani pari ta babhuva I yatklimas te 
juhumas tan no astu vay~ sylima patayo rayl~am (TS 1.8.14.2; 
3.2.5.6-7) /I ilDa'!' yama prastaram li hi sIda'ngirobhil;t pit,bhis 
sa'!'Vidlinal) I 'li tva mantral) kaviSasta vahantv ena rajan havi~a 
madayasva (TS 2.6.12.6) II 
pallavl 
div~karatanuja~ ~anai~car~ dhlratara~ santat~ cintaye'ham / 

anupa11avl 
bhavlimbunidhau ni~gnajanlina,!, bhayankaram atikrUraphaladam 
r madhyamaklila ] bhavliblsaka~ak~apat rabhutabhaktima tamatHaya
Subhaphaladam, I I 

cara!J.a 
kalaffjanakantiyuktadeh~ kalasahodara,!, kakavaha,!, 
nl1a~~ukapu~pamalav;ta~ n~laratnabhu~a~alankrta~ 
mlilinlvinutaguruguhamudita'!' makarakumbharasinatha'!' 
tilatailamiSritannadlpapriyam dayasudhasagara'!' nirbhayam 
[madhaymaklila ] kAlada~cjapariplditajanu,!, 
kamitarthaphaladaklimadhenum klilacakrabhedacitrabhanum 
kalpitacchliyadevisun~ II ' , 

mantra 
DIp kaya nas citra a bhuvad utI sadlivrdhas sakha I kaya 
sacisthaya vrta (TS 4 . 2.11.2) /I ayam gauh pdnir akramld asanan 
mlitar~m punah I pitaram ca prayan suvah (is i.5.3.l) II yat te 
devl nirrtir ' libabandha' dllma grlvasv avicartyam I idam te tad 
vi ~yamy' 'liyu~o na madhyad atha jlva\1 pitum addhi pr~ukta\1 
(TS 4.2.5.2-3) /I 
pa11av'l 
smaramy aham sada rah~ siiryacandravlk~yatp vik~tadeham 

anupa11avl 
surasur~ rogahara,!, sarpadibhltihar~ [madhyamakal~ 
surpasanasukhakaratp. t;iilayudhadharakara~ 

carapa 
karalavadanaqt ka~hlnal!l kayanart:lakaru!1ardrapanga1]l caturbhujatp 
khacjgakhe~adidhara~an [madhyamakala] carmadinllavastr~ 
gomedaklibhara~~ sanHukramitraguruguhas~to~akaraI,1a,!, I I 

mantra 
Om ketum krnvann aketave peii:o mary3 apeSase I sam ul?adbhir 
ajayathiil;t (TS 7.4.20.1) II brahmli devana'!' padav1.l;t kavlnam Hir 
vipraI,111m mahi~o m.ganam I syeno g;-dhra~a'l' svadhitir vanllna'!' 
somah pavitram aty eti reb han (TS 3.4.11.1) II sa citra citram 
citayantam asme citralq;atra citratamal!l vayodham I candra1]l rayi~ 
puruvlram b;-hantR'!' candra candrabhir grI,1ate yuvasva (RV 6.6.7) I I 

pa11avl 
mahasur~ ketum aha,!, bhaj ami chayiigrahavaram 

anupallavl 
mahavicitramakutadharam mangalavastradidharam [madhyamakiila] 
narap1~hasthita~ sukh~ navagrahayutasakha~ I 

carana 
~rnvanmantrinam krodhanidhijaiminam kulutthadibhak~ana,!, 
kOI,1adh';'~japatakinam '[ madhyamakiila J' _ _ . _ 
guruguhacamarabharapal!l gU!1ado~acidabhara~~ grahat:ladikaryakira~~ 
grahapasavyasanciiriI,1am I I 

The waters be to us for drink. Goddesses for our aid and bliss; 
let them stream to us health and strength I I 0 Prajapati, none 
other than thou hath encompassed all these beings; be that ours 
for which we sacrifice to thee; may we be lords of wealth I I Sit 
on this strew, 0 Yama. in accordance with the Abgirases. the 
fathers; let the verses made by the poets bring thee hither; 
rejoice, 0 king, in this offering II 

I always meditate upon the slow-moving1 ~ani, the son of Surya 
and the courageous one. 

Who causes fear in people plunged in the ocean of worldly 
existence, and is the harbinger of calamitous events~ 
[madhyamak~la ] Who grants uniquely auspicious rewards for devotees 
favored by Siva's benign glances. 

Who with a body of dark lustre like collyrium~ brother of Yama, 
riding on his vehicle the Crow, decorated with blue dress and 
a blue flower wreath, wi th ornaments embedded with blue stones, 
who is worshipped by Malini+and delights Guruguha. Lord of the 
two houses of Makara and Kumbha~ with special liking for the lamp 
lit with sesame oil and for rice with sesame seedsf an ocean 
of nectar of compassion and fearless. [madhyamakala] Whose 
knee was disfigured by the staff of the Lord of Death, like 
Kamac)henu7 yielding all desires, the fire capable of splitting 
the time-wheel~ and one conceived of as the son of the Goddess 
Chaya. 

With what aid will he come to us, our wondrous, ever-waxing, 
friend? With what most potent aid? II The spotted bull hath 
come and reached again the mother and the father, faring to 
heaven I I The bond that Niqti, the goddess, bound on thy neck, 
not to be loosened, this I loosen for thee as from the middle of 
life; then living, let loose, do thou eat the food I I 

I am constantly reminded of Rihu who siezes Surya and Candra,1 
and is deformed.z. 

Who is both God and demon! who removes all ills, and dispels 
danger from poisonous creatures like serpents. [madhyamakala] 
Who does good to those who worship him seated in his grain-sieve. 
and bears the spear. 

Who with a dreadful face, harsh, directing his compassionate 
side-glance when worshipped with the Kayana mantra~ with four 
hands and carrying the sword and shield. [madhyamakala] Who is 
attired in blue cloth and dress made of leather, who wears orna
ments made of Gomedaka gems f the friendly planet of ~ani and ~ukra, 
and who delights Guruguha. 

Making a banner for that which hath none, form for the formless. 
o ye men, thou wert born with the dawns II Brahman of the gods, 
leader of poets, sage of seers, bull of wild beasts, eagle of 
vultures: axe of forests, Soma goeth over the seive, singing II 
Wondrous. of wondrous power! give to the singer wealth wondrous, 
marked, most wonderful, life-giving. Wealth bright, 0 bright One, 
vast, with many heroes, give with thy bright flames to the man 
who lauds thee II 

I worship Ketu, the great demon who is foremost of the shadow 
planets} 

Who wears a peculiar crown and auspicious dress. [madhyamakila] 
Who is happy in his part human-like body and is friendly in the 
group of nine planets. 

Who is adored by the KetUJp-k;t).van mantra! who is exceedingly 
wrathful, a descendent of Jaimini! who savours his grain~ and 
has his flag with the cut-out triangle. [madhyamakala] Who bears 
the fan of Guruguha1 whose distinction lies in his discernment of 
good and bad, who causes eclipses and moves in a counterclockwise 
direction . 



NOTES FOR NAVAGRAHA TEXTS 

SURYA 

(lit. 'shadow'), a substitute form of SaJ!ljna, wife of Surya, who assumed this disguise 
to escape from the heat of her husband. 

2 Constellation Leo. 
3 Hero of the Mahabharata who having sided with the Kauravas against the Pa1).Q8vas was killed 

by Arjuna at the battle of Kurusetra. 
The power of the Vedas radiates' forth in the form of Surya, this power illuminates all 
darkness and destroys all sins 1n the worlds. 
A name for Subramanya (Skanda). son of ~lva who became the teacher of the Gods. However 
the meaning here may refer to D1.k!ilitar since he adopted 'Guruguha' as his pen name. 
This them~appears in numerous passages of the Vedas [e.g. RV IV.13.3 and VII.66.15, also 
AV XIII.2 j. The Sun-temples of India are constructed along this theme. the most famous 
being the Konarak temple in Orissa. The symbolism of the seven horses has been explained 
in different ways; relating to the seven days of the week. to the seven sacred metres of 
verse G:ee RV Xl30.4-S]. and to the seven colors of the solar spectrum. The seven horses 
at Konarak are named after these colors; Rakta (red). Rocika (orange). PIta (yellow). 
NIla (blue), Indra-nlla (deep-blue), Mocika (violet) and §uk1a (white). 
ref. to the 'gayatr'l' hymn addressed to the Vedic solar god Savitr; "May we attain that 
excellent glory of Savit!' the god, so we may stimulate our prayers." [RV 111.62.10] 
This is the most sacred of Hindu hymns and is recited daily by all Brahmans. 

8 SUrya is considered to be a manifestation of Vi~llU, from whom all Gods were created. On 
rising he appears in the form of Brahm'l (creator), at mid-day as Vi~1).u (preserver) and on 
setting as Rudra (dissolution). This theme has its roots in the Vedic myth of Vi~l1u 
taking three steps over the universe; "I will declare the mighty deeds of Vi~tlu, of him 
who measured out the earthly regions. Who propped the highest place of congregation, 
thrice setting down his footstep, widely striding." [RV 1.154.1, also VII. 99J 

CANDRA 

Lord of the 27 naksatras, the stars which oversee the 27 lunar mansions of the zodiac. 
These are considered to be the wives of Candra. 
The Vedic God of thunderbolt and battle, the King of the Gods who vanquishes demons of 
drought and darkness. 

3 The 16 lunar phases (kala). 
4 The Vedic God Soma, th'e""Moon, is the repository of the rich ~ nectar which is the 

ambrosial drink of the Gods. As this nectar is derived from the Moon it moistens the Earth. 
The process of producing ~ is closel'y identified with the Moon. "As the Moon-God pours 
down his ambrosial rain through the sieve of heaven he is addressed and worshipped as 
pavamana (Self-Purifying). represented by the soma juice as it undergoes purification 
by flowing through the wool which is used as afllter or strainer." (ed. note, Griffith 
RV IX.l). Most of the hymns of this Book are addressed to ~ the nectar, or Soma, or 
Indu, the Moon. 
The parasol symbolizes Candra's role as a follower and attendant to Madana ('infatuator') 
the God of Love, also called Manmatha (' churner of the mind'), Kama (' desire') or Smara (; love) • 

6 The form of ~iva having three eyes, the Sun, Moon and Fire, the three sources of light which 
illuminate the worlds. The eye of Fire is the strongest. This looks inward on the fore
head but when directed outwards it can destroy all that appears before it. (see Citurda~a 
Ragamlil1ka note 4). 

The secondary creator, virat-purusa, created by Brahman as primeval man. "The Moon was 
engendered from his mind, and from his eye the Sun had birth, Indra and Agni from his 
mouth were born, and Vayu (air) from his breath. Forth from his navel came mid-air; the 
sky was fashioned from his head; from Earth his feet and from his ear the regions. Thus 
they formed the worlds." [RV X.90.13-l4J 

8 Candra fell in love with Tara, the beautiful wife of Brhaspati, and abducted her. There 
was a prolonged war between Candra and Brhaspati in which the Gods became involved. This 
ultimately resulted in the defeat of Candra and his separation from Tara. Thus Candra 
has come to be identified with the despair and suffering of separated- lovers. 
The surface markings on the Moon reveal in outline form the figure of a hare. For this 
reason Candra is sometimes referred to as Sa'a ('hare') . Tlds epithet appears in the 
text of kambhoji E!e in Part II of Ciiturdda Rligamlilika. 

10 The star 'Aldebaran', constellation Taurus. Of the 27 naksatras Rohi!l1. is the favorite 
of Candra. 

1 (lit. I glowing charcoal') I also referred to as Mattgala (' nappiness', 'felicity'). 
2 A form of coral tree, one of the 'five divine trees' (devataru) of the heaven of the 

gods; mandara, parijataka, ~, kalpavrkpa and ha~a [Amarakodh I.1.50J. 
3 Constellations Aries and Scorpio. 
4 Aphelion. 
5 Constellation Capricorn. 
6 This shrine is located in the Tanjore area. It is used for seeking good health and 

cure from diseases. 

BUDHA 

1 The illegitimate son of Candra and Tara. 
2 ref. to Ahgaraka, the son of ~iva and Earth, as 'born of Earth'. 
3 Constellations Gemini and Virgo. 
4 Symbolic of the intelligence and wisdom of Budha. 

Having been born of an illicit love affair Budha was cursed by Brhaspati and became neuter. 

B~SPATI 

1 Also descended from the mad of viraf-puru§a (see Candra note 7). 
2 An epithet for the Vedic god Indra. B!haspati, or Brahama!laspati, is the 'Lord of Prayer'. 
3 Constellations Sagittarius and Pisces. 
4 Name for Vi~!\u in his incarnation as KT~tla. 
5 In the Vedas Bfhaspati is associated with the god Indra. 
6 ref. to tripura, the three cities of the gods; "here rEarth]. heaven above Earth, and the 

spacious firmament lt [\tgVeda 1. 6.10, see also caturda~a Rigamalika note 19J . 
The son of Bfhaspati who was sent to Sukra, leader of the demons (asuras), to learn the 
secret for reviving the dead (see ~ukra note 1). 

8 The wish-yielding tree of Indra' s paradise, the ka1pavrksa (see Ailgaraka note 2). As a 
generous god Bfhaspati is compared to t.he kalpavrksa. 
"The place where the idea originates ... the first impulse .•. is the'voice beyond' (E!!!.-vac). 
The first mental impulse, like the shoot springing from an invisible seed, is the 'voice -
that sees' (pasyant"l). The potential sound, which is the vehicle of thought. is the 
'intermediary voicl!' (madhyaml:). The exteriorized sound in the form of articulate syllables 
is the 'voice manifest' (~)." [Karapatrl. "~r'I Bhagavat~ tattva", transl. Danielou:196~ 

10 ref. to B!,haspatismrti, an important early text on legal etiquet-te. 

6 

Although the preceptor of the demons, SUkra was a Brahmin and as such a repository of the 
knowledge of the Vedas. When Kaca broke out from Sukra's stomach after having been burnt 
and pulverized by the demons and consumed with wine which was drunk by ~ukra, Kaca saw the 
pile of Vedic knowledge which was the fallen dead man. With the secret formula for reviving 
the dead he caused him to come to life again. Kaca then bowed to his Guru and said, liThe 
Guru is the giver of unsurpassed truth, the treasury of the four-fold riches of knowledge, 
worthy of respect. Those who do not respect him go to the bottomless evil worlds. II 
[Mahabharata 1. 71, transl. O'Flaherty:1975] 

2 Constellations Libra and Taurus. 
3 A name for Vif?l).u. Sukra lost one of his eyes when Vi~"Qu appearing as Vamana, his fifth 

incarnation, thrust Mahabali a ,demon down to the netherworld and Sukra tried to obstruct it. 
ref . to ~ system in which each planet presides over a particular period (da~a) of 
time. According to Mantre~vara these are: IISurya 6 years, Candra 10, Mangala ~hu 18, 
Bfhaspati 16. gani 19, Budha 17, Ketu 7 and §ukra 20. Each of these main periods is divided 
into smaller sub-periods (bhuktis) and each sub-period is divided into smaller periods 
(antara). The antara are again subdivided into antarantaras, and so on until swara, or the 
period necessary for the inhaling and exhaling oj breath is reached." Thus the planets 
indiVidually and collectively exercise controls over all time-spans of existence. 
ref . to astavarga, a s ystem of ongoing horoscopy. Pertaining to this system Pingree gives 
the following account: "As described in the Yavanajataka this system is identical with 
the Western theory of the revolution of the years of the nativity in which one uses the 
transits of the planets through the places they occupied and the original of the birth
horoscope .... The basic idea is to cast a new horoscope at the end of each year, month, 
day, or other appropriate time-interval of the native's life and to compare it with the 
horoscope at his birth . ... Transit is the entry of a planet into a sign occupied by a 
particular planet in the birth-horoscope." 

6 Love, one of the principles of existence (sattvani), is assigned to ~ukra. " .... life, love, 

7-9 

knowledge, speech, truthfulness, ignorance and mind; they pervade respectively the Sun, 
Venus, Jupiter, Mercury, Mars, Saturn and the Moon" [Yavanajataka I-112J 
These terms refer to measurements of arc as determined from the first point of Aries the 
'vernal equinox'. This is the point at which the path of the Sun crosses from the S~uth 
to the North of the celestial equator. All measurements are made on the ecliptic. ~ 
is 1/9th of 300 - 30 20'; horii is 1/2 of 300 - 150; dreUna i8 1/3rd o f 300 - 100 . 

10 Retrograde motion of plan~ ---
11 (11t. 'in a low position') dejection. 
12 (lit. 'high' or 'elevated') position of exaltation. This is located 1800 opposite from 

the position of dejection. 
13 The ruling houses of Sukra, Libra and Taurus. 
14 The best cardines. Of the 12 places on the zodia, cardines 1, 4, 7 and 10. 
13 Base-triplicity. "The mulatrikoQas of Mars, the Hoon, the Sun, Mercury, Venus, Jupiter 

16 
17 

18-20 

and Saturn are, in order, Aries, Taurus, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Saggitarius and Aquarius." 
[YavanaJ~tak.a 1-62, see astrological diagram] 
1/30th of 300 = 10 . 
1/60th of 300 = 1/20 . 
These terms refer to particular combinations of the vargas for the planets. According 
to the 10 varga (da~avarga) system, Mantre~vara says "whether a planet is in its friendly 
house, its own house, or in its exaltation house, a combination of 2 vargas is called 
p"Ariyatamsa, that of 4 is called gopuram~a, that of 6 airavatamsa . " 

§ANI 

1 

2 
3 
4 

~ani' s knee was disfigured as a result of a fight with his brother Yama, God of the dead. 
Hence Sani is called '~anaiscara' (lit. 'slow-moving'). 
Sani is the planet influencing suicide. 
A black sandal-paste mixture. 
According to Parthasarathy:1961, this name was assuned by Draupadi heroine of the 
Mahabharata and wife of the five Pil)Qava brothers. While in exile with her husbands she 
suffered untold privations and indignities while living at the palace of King Virata. 
Under her assumed name Malin1. she worshipped Sani to alleviate her from her sufferings. 
Constellations Capricorn and Aquarius. 
Foods for offering oblations to ~an1. 
The sacred wish-granting cow, bestower of all wishes and desires. 
A figure of speech symbolizing §ani's power to interrupt or delay the progress of time. 
This power. prevents a normal progress towards death, such as caused by calamitous events 
or suicide . 

RAHU 

3 
4 

KETU 

The planets R8hu and Ketu are the ascending and descending nodes, the points where the 
path of the Moon crosses the ecliptic and as a result causes eclipses. These demons are 
regarded as constantly chasing Surya and Candra, to seize them, and when they catch up 
swallow them. 
Rahu and Ketu are the upper and lower parts of the body of a demon dragon which was cut 
into two by Vi~l).u. Rahu is therefore called t dragon's head' and Ketu t dragon I s tail'. 
The follOwing episode from the Mahabharata describes this event. "As the Gods were 
drinking the ambrosia which they so desired, a demon named Rahu took the form of a god 
and began to drink, but when the ambrosia reached his throat, the Moon and the Sun reported 
it, for they wished to help the gods, and the lord Visnu took his discus and cut off the 
well-adorned head of that demon who was drinking the ~~brosia he had obtained by force. 
The great head of the demon, which was like the peak of a mountain, fell to earth. The 
severed head rose up to the sky, roaring terribly, but the headless torso of the demon 
fell and split open the surface of the earth, causing a tremor throughout the earth with 
its mountains, forests and islands. Since then there has been a deadly enemy between the 
head of Rahu and the Moon and Sun, and the inanortal head swallows them up even today." 
[llahabharata 1.15-17. transI. 0' Flaherty] 
A god for having drunk ambrosia (am{tam) .:md a demon by birth. 
A grain sifter having a wooden frame of the shape shown in the line-configuration for 
Riihu (see line drawings). 
ref. to mantra text for Rahu. 
A gemstone of the mineral 'hessonite', one of the lime-aluminum varieties of garnet; colors 
honey, brownish, cinnamon. Found mostly in Ceylon. 

1 The planet causing eclipses. 
2 ref. to mantra text for Ketu. 
3 Desciple of Vyasa, compiler of the Vedas. The significance of this relationship however 

remains unclear. 
A coarse horse-grain (kuluttha) used for offering oblations to Ketu. 
The fan is a symbol for imparting pleasure, as this brings relief from the heat. Ketu 
as the holder of the fan gives pleasure to 'Guruguha', the composer. 

1 
1 
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CATURDASA RAGAMALIKA 

This work was composed in praise of Visvan~than, Lord of the Universe, the principle deity of 
the Visvanatha temple located in the village of Kullikarai 1n Tamil Nadu . References to this 
site and to D1.k~itar' 5 patron Mirasdas Vaidyal1nga Mudaiiar who lived in Kul11karai appear in 
the text section of bhGpala!!&!.. The title caturdat>a ragamalika (lit. 'garland of 14 ragas') 
is currently in general use. The original title for this composition however was raganga 
ragamal1ka (lit. 'garland of melodic forms') employing the terminology of the older Venka~amakhin 
system of ~ nomenclature in vogue at the time of Dlk!jitar. It is characteristic of Dlkfliitar's 
ragmalika compositions to incorporate the names of the different ragas as part of the text. 
This follows a tradition established by his father, Ramaswam1 Dlk~itar. This procedure is use
ful in the identification of ragas since their names are not otherwise indicated. The names may 
appear either within the context of a word compound (e.g. ~rl as in ~r1.vi~vanathan', or mohana 
as in 'sanunohanakara'), or as a combination of syllables formed from adjacent words (e.g-.-
kambhoji, as in the divided compound 'dayaka-ambhoja'). 

The 14 ragas are symbolic of the l4..lgW (worlds, or regions) of Hindu cosmology . According 
to the Hindu puranas these are comprised of six upper regions rising above the Earth and eight 
lower regions~ding Earth, descending one below the other. The six upper regions are the 
heavenly abode of the Gods . These are the lokas which represent 'non-material' existence. On 
the other hand, the lower regions, starting from Earth, comprise the eight ~ of 'material' 
existence. The 14 ragas are divided accordingly into two parts to express this idea, Part I 
comprised of ragas 1 through 6 and Part II ragas 7 through 14. 

Superimposed onto this two-part framework is the three-part.!I!! form consisting of pallav1., 
anupallavl and carana. Part I is comprised of the pallavl and anupallavi sections, ragas 1ii 
and Arabhi for~e pallavl and ragas gaur1., !!!1!, gaula and mohana the anupallavl. The 
rema~ ragas of Part II comprise the carava section. In terms of the general theme of the 
work however, the two-part division is of primary significance . The ~ (retrograde) 
sequences of ragas which come at the end of both the anupallav1. and cara\1a emphasize this 
two-part arrangement. The viloma occuring at the end of Part I repeats ragas 1 through 6 in 
their retrograde order, and similarly the viloma occuring at the end of Part II repeats ragas 
7 through 14 in their retrograde order . As a result two distinct cyclic patterns are described 
each of which returns to its point of origin, the initial.!!&! of that sequence. In addition, 
the viloma of Part I is added to that of Part II to form a retrograde sequence for all 14 
rAgas so that everything returns again to the ultimate source" tirlvi~vanathan", Lord of the 
Universe. 

The formal concepts underlying the entire composition clearly reflect traditional Hindu beliefs 
concerning the universe and its creation. The composition is symbolic of both the 'duality' 
and at the same time the' oneness' which is inherent in the nature of the supreme being Brahman. 
He is the creator of all worlds of existence and of Brahma, Visnu and ~iva who oversee our 
universe of the 14 worlds. In the Upani~ads it is written that' lithe whole is all that, the 
whole is all this, the whole was born of the whole, what remains is the whole" [B;hadarattyaka 
Upan. V.l]. Brahman is both parabrahman ('highest Brahman' - Le. amlirta 'formless') and he 
is also aparabrahman ('lower Brahman' - Le . murta 'with form ' ). Either aspect of the creator 
represents perfection complete within itself, yet both together also represent the same per
fection . Although Parts I and II are composed of different ragas and are divided assymmetri
cally into two halves, these are separate manifestations arising out of a single principle. 
Each Part is symbolic of the 14 worlds as are both Parts together. This identity is expressed 
by varying the lengthS of the phrases within different ragas . Excluding repetitions of the 
phrases which are traditionally performed, there are a total of 14 composed phrases of music 
which comprise Part I and 14 composed phrases of music which comprise ragas 7 through 14 of 
Part II. For each ~ a set of two phrases are presented, an initial phrase corresponding 
with the first line of text, and a second phrase for the second line. Both .these phrases are of 
equal length for the first 4 ragas Qf Parts I and II (each phrase is comprised of 2 time-cycles 
of eka tala). On the other hand, for ragas 5 and 6 of Part I and ragas 11 through 14 of Part II, 
the intIal" phrases are diminished in length to a single time cycle. These changes reduce the 
phrases to 1/2 the lengths of the previous initial phrases. The later phrases however retain 
the same dimensions in all ragas. In comparison with the balanced phrases in ragas 1-4 and 7-10 
(1+1"'"2), the phrase dimensions for the remaining ragas 5-6 and 11-14 are proportionally reduced 
(~l-l~). All of the viloma phrases are also reduced. The entire viloma sequence of Part II 
forms a separate sequence symbolic of the 14 worlds in miniaturized form. 

Part I Part II 
viloma viloma 

ragas: 1 5 6 16543211 8 10 11 12 13 14 '14- -7 6-- 1 

phrases: 2 1~ 1~ ~ 2 1~ 1~ 1~ 1~ ~ .......... 
14 

, 
14 I L- 7----1 

At the same time the concept of a cyclic universe is implied. This is suggested by the 
~articular choices of ragas and their sequence. In terms of melodic characteristics, ragas 
arabhl and mohana are very similar to one another as are ragas gaur! and gaula (cf. nota
of raga scales). On the other hand ~ .!!&!. is sharply opposed to these in character as 
it alone employs the more dissonant raised pitches. The relationships are clearly evident 
when the ragas are compared on the basis of their melas (scales) and cakra (classification 
within the 72 ."'.e1akarta system). ~ ~ occupies the central position in the sequence 
since it possesses the highest degree of melodic tension. The relationships described by 
this arrangement are furthermore re-enforced by the increases and decreases in melodic 
density which occur. Thus the central position is again assumed by .!!!.!!.!!&!. as this 
contains the most notes. All this suggests moving away from and returning again to a 
point of origin. 

~ri arabhl. 
~ 

gaurl na~a gaula mohana 

mela: 22 29 15 36 15 28 
cakra: IV V III VI III V 

melodic density: 5-7 5-7 6-7 7-5 5-6 5-5 
(number of notes, ascending and descending) 

A similar arrangement is prescribed for Part II. Here sarangs t!s.!. occupies the central position 
of highest melodic tension. sarailga is also the ~ having the highest density potential. In 
addition to having the full number of ascending and descending notes it is a bha$anga .!!.&!.('mixed 
raga') employing a foreign note. In looking at the sequence for the entire composition it is 
also significant that ragas arabh1. of Part I and s1lma of Part II belong to the same me1a. As a 
result, following the return to "srivisvanatham' at the conclusion of Part I, there is a mirror
like image linking Parts I and II together (Le. arabh1._ sr1.~sri-sama). All this is symbolic 
of the Hindu concept of the universe and its evolution , andat'"the s-ame-time a universe in which 
the various parts are inseparably bound to one another . 

Further symbolisms concerning creation are suggested in the text. The opening line of Ul li..&i 
alludes to the phenomenon of creation in its pre-materialistic state. The comparison of the 14 
worlds to the 14 ragas implies that the forms of the worlds follows those of the 14..Ii.&as. This 
is suggestive of "t"fle"'i"dea of nada-Brahman ('the sound of Brahman'), the primordial cosmic sound 
which forms the basis for the evolution of organized sound such as music, and which leads to the 
formation of the gross elements of material world (see ref. note 9). The description of ~ 
connected in the form of a 'garland' implies that worlds are strung together by means of a 
common thread binding all creation, the 'non-material' with the 'material.' This all-embracing 
unity in Hindu philosophy is symbolized by the~, the 'sacred thread' which is worn by all 
upper caste Hindus. liAs explained in the Jatrala Upani~ad, the 'sacred thread' is the outward and 
visible symbol of sutrAtrnan (1. e. I the thread of the spirit I - the soul of Brahman, but also 
that spirit which sustains worldly life) on which all individual existences in the universe are 
strung like gems, and by which all are inseparably linked to their source . II [A . Coomaraswamy, 
notes for H. ZitmD.er:1974] As existence in both its macrocosmic form (universe) and its micro
cosmic (man) are held together by sutratman, so the various worlds of the ragamalika are linked 
by a common thread which binds everything together to form a unified whole. The svaras the 
scales tones of the ragas, form this unifying thread. In each..!.!&! the second ph~s per
formed fir~t without text using only the syllable names of the scale-tones, i. e . .!.!.!! .8! .!!!! 
pa dha nL This is then repeated with text. In this performance, beginning with arabhl ~, 
"the two phrases for each !!s.! are repeated with text, but in an alternating sequence with 
the second phrase which is first performed without text. And a similar procedure is 
applied to the entire viloma section of Part I. Here the viloma is first performed without 
text followed by a return to "sr1.vi~vanatham", then with text again followed by a retu,rn to 
IIsrlvi~vanatham". Thus an alternating sequence combining the 'non-material' with the 
'material' is maintained throughout the performance. The significance of all this is 
deep-rooted in Indian tradition. This characteristic procedure is also defined by 
Eliade:1960 in terms of the doctrine of sutratman; "everything that exists by it's nature 
is produced, 'projected' or 'woven' by a superior principle, and all existence in time 
implies an 'articulation' or a 'web I." The following excerpt from the upani$ads is cited 
as clearly formulating this philosophy. liDo you know that thread by which this world, 
the other world and all beings are held together? ... He who knows the thread and that 
inner controller indeed knows Brahman, he knows the worlds, he knows the gods, he knows 
the Vedas, he knows the beings, he knows the self, he knows everything." [BrhadaralJyaka 
Upan. III.7J 

The arrangement of subject-matter in the text conforms with these concepts. Part I deals 
generally with man's perceptions relating to beyond the real world . It offers the way of 
attaining moksa (liberation) and the way of emancipation from the fears of the endless wanderings 
of the soul through successive births and deaths. Part II deals more with the results of 
this achievement. It describes with greater detail the nature of moksa and refers to each of 
the three attributes of Brahman separately (see note 5). The results are measured not only in 
terms of mok~a but also in terms of the fulfillments of worldly pursuits. In other words. 
the worship of Vi~vanatha offers a way of achieving real- life goals as well (see note 24). 
Within each of the Parts the complimentary aspects of the 'material' and the 'non-matieral' 
worlds are defined in more minute detail. The texts of ragas ~rl, gaur1., and gaula of Part I 
emphasize 'non-worldly' concerns and it is significant t"fi'ittliese a~ in tHe context of an 
alternating sequence with ragas arabhl and nat:a which are concerned with 'material' existence 
thereby forming a woven te~.--rne-same procedure is followed in the caraoa verses of Part II, 
however on a more intensified level since here the alternation is applied to the separate lines 
of the text. Thus in sama ~ the text of the initial line focuses on the 'non-wordly' 
subject-matter "Sada~Tva" and the Samaveda chant. On the other hand, the following line, can 
be interpreted in light of the prevailing alternating scheme to refer to the practical reali
zation of this sacred music, 'sa' and 'ma' in a worldly sense alluding to the sagrama and 
magrama, the two most important scales of ancient Indian music. Similarly in the text of lalita 
a parallel distinction is made. Here the first line is concerned with the abstract form of the 
creator, whereas the second line is concerned with man's morality in the real world. And in the 
following verse the emphasis again is first placed on the form of Bhairava "who dwells in the 
void of the consciousness", whereas the later line deals with practical matters concerning his 
iconography. And similar oppositions 'apply in the verses of~, 6a6karlbhara~a,..k.amb.lw.11, 
and devakriva. This emphasis on the 'abstract I and • real' parallels the traditional distinction 
which in literature is made between A!.J.ltl and~. hill (lit. 'thaI.: which is heard') 
pertains to the sacred literature (Vedas and Upani$ads). It is 'revealed' literature and 
therefore represents perfection since it was not created by ordinary human beings . The meanings 
of fut1 are therefore expressed through abstract terms and as such can only be understood by 

the initiated, the 'twice':'born', the wearers of the 'thread'. On the other hand smrti (lit. 
'to remember') pertains to all non- sacred literature (e . g. ~ and epics) . itis litera-
ture created by humans and is concerned more with wordly matters. It is also characteristic 
of Indian thinking to interpret all subject-matter to its fullest possible dimension, to seek 
as many alternative meanings of a given text as possible, or form as many variations f)f a 
given theme as possible. It is therefore important to remain open to double-meanings whieb 
are expressed. The subtle pun on the syllables' sa' and 'rna I explained above is one such instance. 
Another example pertains to 'Sara~ga'. Appearing in the text of saraoga ~ 's3rapga' denotes 
'deer', and this is the most plausible interpretation in terms of the context for the entire 
verse; however t I sara~ga' also means 'bow' and given this alternate interpretation the text 
assumes a broader significance very much related to the general theme of the composition 
(see ref. note 21). 

The final verse of bhiipala ~ continues the previous scheme of alternating~ and smiti. 
Here the first line is concerned with Vi~vanathan as the 'protector' of Vaidyalinga, D1.k~itar's 
patron, whereas the following line has to do with geographical references pertaining to 
'Gartatira', the Sanskrit name for 'Kullikarai', where the Visvanatha temple is located. These 
personalized references may possibly indicate that Dlkl?itar dedicated this composition to 
Vaidyal1nga. 
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PART I 

SANSKRIT TEXT 

~rlvi~vanathaml bhaje'ham 

caturda~a-bhuvana-rupa-ragamalik.abharana-
dhara1).iI).tat:k.a!a~am . 

~ritajanasamsarabh1tyapaham 

adhyitmikBdl tapatraya-manobh1.tyapaham 

anupallavi 

srl.vHalak~l-gaurlSam 

sakala-ni~kala-rijpa-saccidananda-maya-gaurl~am 

citra-vi~vana.~ak.a-prak.a~am 

jagat-prakiibka-bhaskara-sdihlka-ko~iko~i-prakasam 

govindadi-vinuta-gaula.!lgam 

ks1.ra-kunda-lndu-karpuradl-vijaya-bhasita-uddhulita-
. gauIa~gam . 

guruguha-sammohanakara -lingam 

pancl.krta-pancamahabhli ta-pr apancad i -mohanakar a-lingam 

viriiici-vi~!1u-rudra-mUr~i-mayam 

vi~aya-pancaka-rahitam, abhayam 

nirati~ayasukhada-nipu~ataram 

nigamasaram, i~varam-amaram 

smaraharaml parama~ivam atulam 

sarasa-sadaya-h~dayanilayam, ani~am 

8 

ENGLISH TRANSLATION 

I worship the Lord of the Universe 

Who ~ars In his heart the garland of ragas which 
have taken the form of the 14 worlds 

(I worship Him) Who destroys the fear of worldly 
existence1 for those who take refuge 1n Him 

And who destroys the mental fear arising from the 
three afflictlons~ such as adhyatmika and others 

freturn to "srlVisvanathaml~ 

(I worship Him) Lord of ViSUaks1.-gaur1. 3 

Who as Lord of white hue4 is pure existence, consciousness 
and bliss,S in both His manifested and unmanifested 
forms & 

(I worship Him) Who illuminates this varied and wonderful 
world which is but a drama 

Whose radiance Is like an infinite number of Suns and Koons 
which illuminate this eternally changing world 

(I worship Him) The white-limbed ~iva who is worshipped by 
Govinda 7 

Whose body is besmeared with holy ashes surpassing that of 
milk, jasmine, the Moon, camphor. etc •.• 

(I worship Him) Who fascinates Guruguha 8 

Who by the five-fold combinations of the elements' forms 
the plurality of the phenomenal world 

Who is a combination of the forms of Brahma) VitHlU 
and RudralD 

Who is fearless and untouched by the five senses 11 

Who alone is capable of giving unsurpassed j ~ 

,. 
Who is the essence of all Veda doctrine and is 

immortal 

Who is the most auspicious and without peer, the 
slayer of Smara l3 

Who always makes his abode in hearts filled with 
compassion and feeling 

[return to lI!:1rivi~vanatham'~ 
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PART II 

sad-a.lI:ivam / sama-gana-vinutam 

prak;-tyadi-sapta-rupa-sama-gana-vinutam 

sanmat~am, lalita-h;daya-vldltam 

kama-krodhiidi-rahita-1a1ita-hrdaya-viditam 

cid~ka~a-bhairavam / puraharam 

vidhi-kapala-tri~uladhara-bhairavam / puraharam 

citsabhe~varam sarangadharam 

darukavana-tapodhana-k.alpita-sarangadharam 

sada-a!irayami-~ankarabhara~am 

cintitartha-vitara~am dhur1l)atara-ma'!11kya-maya
~ankarabhara!lam 

sadgati-dayaka-ambhoj a-caraIJam 

dharmarthadi- nikhi1a-puru~lirtha-prada
samarthatara-ambhoja-carapam 

vadanya-devakrlya-khelanam 

s;!i"ti-sthiti-vilaya-tirodhana-anugraha-karapa
krlya-khelanam 

vaidyalinga-bhupala-palanam 

~rlpura-nlr;ti-bhaga-gart-tl:ra-sthita-vara_ 
bhiipa1a-piilanam 
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(I worship Him) As Sadasiva~ who is worshipped by the saman 
music " 

With its seven constituent forms, prakrtis!' etc ... 

(I worship Him) Who is only of blissful form, and who is 
known by those with tender hearts 

Who is known by those with tender hearts and who are devoid 
of lust, anger and other vices 11 

(I worship Him) As Bhairaval• who dwells in the void of the 
C"onsciousness and who has destroyed the cities 11 

And Bhairava with his trident who holds the skull of Brahma lO 
and destroys the cities 

(I worship Him) Who holds the saranga and who dances in 
our inner consciousness).l 

Who holds the saranga created by the ascetics of naruka forrest%.l 

(I worship Him) Always, Who is bedecked with au~picious 
ornaments 

Who is the bestower of all our desires, Whose auspicious 
ornaments are embedded with emeralds of the finest hue 

(I worship Him) Whose lotus-foot gives mok~aH 

Whose lotus-foot is emtremely capable of conferring all 
purusarthas 2 + 

(1 worship Him) Who revels in the activities of the 
munificent gods 

Who revels in the activities of creation, preservation, 
destruction, dissolution and the conferring of 
divine grace H 

(I worship Him) Who is the protector of Vaidyalinga 14 

Southwest of ~r1.pura there is a place called Gartatira. 



PART II cont'd 

VILOMA 

1st time with svaras 
2nd time with ~ 
Followed by entire 
y~loma se~"ence 14-1 
then repeat of 6-1 

, bhiipala 

IS tty.)] fn 1p11 guruguheda-suranare~am-anl~am Who is the Lord of Guhl,7 the Gods and King. 4 devakriyi 

. ~l1,-,Jf!O §P':J j kuj a-budhidigraha-ga ti-vihi tam Who has ordained the movements of the planets, such 
as Mars, Mercury 

varadam, anala-ravl-~a~i-nayanam Who is the bestower of gifts. Whose eyes are Fire, 
Sun and Moon 

vanaj a-candra-sannibha-vadanam Whose face 1s like the lotus and the Mocn2S 

paramahamsam, inandanartanam Who is the highest bliss. and who performs the dance 
of ecstasy.t~ 

patita-pavana-k.a;at.tam, madaharsI].am Who purifies the downtrodden and Who banishes pride 

parataram, parama-manolaya-jayam Who is the Supremest Being and Who overrules our minds 

para.di-vak-praka~a-anandamayam Who generates the 4 phases of speech, vak, para, etc.30 

NOTES FOR CATURDASA RAGAMALIKA TEXT 

Belief in the transmigration of souls which wander through innumerable births and deaths 
seeking life's ultimate goal, mok,a (liberation). 

ref. to the three kinds of pain. "These are: (1) the intrinsic (iidhyatmika), (2) the 
extrinsic (Idibhautika), and (3) the divine or superhuman (adhidaivika). Of these, the 
intrinsic is two-fold, bodily and mental. Bodily pain is caused by the disorder of the 
several humours, wind, bile, and phlegm; and mental pain is due to desire, wrath, avarice, 
affection, fear, envy, grief, and the non-perception of particular obj ects •••••••••••• 
.... The extrinsic are caused by men, beasts, birds, reptiles, and inanimate things; and the 
superhuman ones are due to the evil influences of planets and the various spirits . II 
[SilJlkhya-Kiriki, see Radhakrishnan : 1957J 

ref. to ~iva's consort Parvat'l, 'the fair one with large eyes'. 

Siva's body is covered with white ashes derived from having vanquished - Kama, the God 
of deSire, with his eye of fire. 

5 ref. to 'the three attributes of Brahman' in Vedanta philosophy; sat (existence) cit 
(consciousness) and ananda (bliss). Each of these is treated separately in the ~arana 
section; sat appears in lalita .!!&!., cit in s'iran,ga.!!&!., and ananda in saranga of the 
viloma section. 

ref. to 'the dual aspect' of Brahman, the ultimate source from which all gods and creatures 
eminate. Muttuswaml. D1k~itar was a follower of the smarta-Brahman tradition (those who 
do worship based on smrti) which "while believing in the fundamental truth of advaita 
['non-duality', the school of Vedanta] and ~-Brahman [the non-corporeal form of 
Brahman] , accepted also the saguQa-Brahman the corporeal form as manifested in a number 
of deity forms. These were intended to afford suitable means or supports for worship for 
men with a diversity of equipment and disposition. II (V. Raghavan:1975) For smarta 
Brahmans one of five deities may be selected by a family as the prinCiple deity for home 
worhsip; Stirya, Siva, Devi (the Goddess), Vi~~u, or Gat).e~a (the son of ~iva having the 
head of an elephant). 

The 'cow finder'. A name given to K~~{la when he saved the people and cows of Ambadi. 

The pen name of Muttuswami Dlk,itar. 

ref. to the five primordial elements; prthvi (earth), !!£. (water), tolas (heat, or light), 
~ (air) and akii~a (ether, the subtle and ethereal substance pervading the whole 
universe). [Ai tareya Upani~ad III. 5.3] 

10 (lit. 'formidable') The name of Siva as one of the trinity (trimurti). 

11 "Devoid of sound, touch, sight, taste or smell, with neither beginning nor end, Brahman 
is imperishable." [Ka~ha ·Upani~ad III.l5] 

12 See notes 4 and 8 for Surya. 

13 Alternate name for Kama. 

14 'everlasting' or 'eternal' ~iva. One of the five aspects of parama-Siva ('highest Siva')' 
see note 25. 

15 Chants of the Simaveda, the most sacred of all music. 

16 prakrti (lit. 'primary substance', 'original') constitutes the basic intoned verse of the 
Siman chant. From this seven vikrti ('alterations' or 'modifications') are realized. 

10 

[return to lI~rlvisvanatham'~ 

17 Various sources define these differently. The following instruction is offered for 
rulers for shaking the aggregate of the 'six enemies'; "restraints of the organs of 
sense, on which success in study and discipline depends, can be enforced by abandon
ing lust (klima), anger (krodha), greed (lobha), vanity (mana), infatuation (mada), 
and excessive pleasure (har:;a)." [Kau~i1iya Artha~Astra----r:-6.lJ --

18 The terrible form of ~iva who takes pleasure in destruction. 

19 ref. to tripura ('three cities'), the three principle regions of the world; svarga 
(heaven), 'Akl.lfa (space between heaven and earth) and prthv1 (earth). Having been overrun 
by the demons (asuras) the gods appealed to Siva to destroy tripura. For this purpose 
he armed himself; the earth became his chariot, the mountain Mandara his bow and Visnu 
his arrow. All other beings of the worlds of the gods became parts of his chariot with 
Brahm! as the charioteer. Thus Siva destroyed tripura and all its inhabitants. 
[Mahibhirata 8.24] 

20 As a result of an argument with Brahma, Siva in the form of Bhairava cut off one of his 
five heads. Brahmi then cursed Siva that he should beg for food while carrying his skul~ 
in his hand. [~iva Pura~a 3.8] 

21 ~iva is sometimes represented holding a 'deer' in his hand. This symbolizes the peace 
and tranquillity of the hermitage, the dwelling place of the ascetics and their wives 
of darukavana, the Pine Forest, referred to in the second line of verse. saranga however 
also means 'bow', and this interpretation i8 equally valid since it conforms to the alterna
ting scheme. of !!iruti and smrti. saranga furthermore evokes the imagery of 'bow and 
arrow' which in ~ruti texts is associated with probing the 'inner consciousness" 
"Taking as bow the mighty weapon furnished by the Upani~ads, fix on it the arrow' rendered 
sharp by constant meditation. And having drawn it with the mind absorbed in His thought, 
penetrate the mark, the imperishable Brahman. II [MU9-cJaka Upani;;ad II. 3] 

22 The traditional location cf this Pine Forest is considered to be in the Vicinity of 
Chidambaram, Tanjore district. 

23 The lotus is the symbol of creation. It is the source from which all beings originate. 
It first grew from the navel of Vi~{lu and from this came forth Brahma. At the same time 
the lotus is associated with Lak~ml, the consort of Vi~Qu, for she is the lotus goddess 
who worships at his feet. The foot has therefore become symbolic of the highest object 
of worship. Similarly with regard to the iconographical description of Siva as the 'king 
of dancers' (natarala), Heinrich ZitllJler says liThe fear-not gesture (abhaya-mudra), 
bestowing protection and peace .... points downward to the uplifted foot. This foot signifies 
Release and is the refuge and salvation (mokfja) of the devotee. It is to be worshipped 
for the attainment of union with the Absolute (Brahman). II 

24 The four goals of worldly existence; dharma (righteousness), artha (material wealth), 
kama (pleasure) and mok~a (liberation-)-. -- ---

25 The five aspects of parama-~iva. These are accordingly represented in their personal 
forms as the gods Brahma, Vi~t).u, Rudra, Aghora and Sadi.'iva. 

26 ref. to Mirasdas Vaidyalinga MudAliar, Dlk~itar' s patron (see introd.). 

27 In the context of this line the composer is referring to himself. 

28 See note 6 for Candra. 

29 ~iva is also nitaraja (King of dancers). 108 different varieties of dance are attributed 
to him. Some of these are gentle and calm, others are fierce and terrible. The 
anandanartanam referred to is the tandaya dance . which is performed at the end of the cosmic 
cycle. 

30 ref. to the four phases of speech production (see note 9 for B~haspati). 
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In keeping with the conventions of Sanskrit verse and language the text of this composition suggests several different 
interpretations. On the one hand there is a concern with the world beyond, the universe, and at the same time with 
the worlds within. This later interpretation pertains to the austerities of yoga practice. Although the former inter
pretation is stressed, in view of the subject-matter contained in the previous compositions, some explanations relevant 
to yoga are included in the notes. The terminology in general conforms with ~aivite conventions. 

SANSKRIT TEXT 

sri gurupa palito 'smi 

saccidanandana thena 

anupallavl 

iga..ma:.disannutenl' 

akhilavidvavanditena 

tyigarijavibhatena 

tapatrayat1.tena 

vedantarthavedyena 

vikalparogavaidyena 

n"AdantasupAdyena navanathenadyena 

sidi.khyakalikare~a 

sada~ivavatare~a 

nidintavihare~a navacakr'idhare~a 

padimbujena vare~a bhedidividAre~a 

adiguruguhapare~a kadimatam anusare1)a 

ENGLISH TRANSLATION 

I am protected by the blessed Guru 1 

2 
The lord of being, consciousness and bliss, 

_ 3 
Who is impelled by the Agamas etc. 

Who is worshipped by the whole universe, 

4 
Who appeared as Lord Tyagaraj a, 

5 
Who has gone beyond the three afflictions, 

6 
Who is recognized as the real intent of the Vedanta, 

Who is the physician for faulty discrimination, 

7 
At .hose handsome feet the final Nida is sounded, 

Who is the nine Lords ~ the primordial, 

Who, as Sadakhya; assumes the nature of the matet'ial world, 

Who is the incarnation of Sada'iva ',0 

Who takes pleasure in (the sounding of) the final Nada, 
Who is the basis of the nine CakraS l1 

8y (his excellent Lotus) feet, which destroy difference etJ~ 

By him who is higher even than the primordial Guruguha'~ 
And who follows the Kidimatam texl .t+ 

NOTES FOR "SRI GURUNA" 

1 ref. to ~iva as the Supreme Being. 
2 ref. to the three attributes of Brahman (see Caturdasa Ragamalika note 5). 
3 'traditional scriptures t here referring to ~aivite texts. 
4 lit. 'Lord of Renunciation t; a ref. to ~iva as the ascetic Lord. 
S See Ca:turda~a Rigamalika note 2. tipatraya (lit. 'three heats') also relates to yoga practices, experiencing tapas 

as penance and abstention from passion which is necessary for the achievement of self-realization (cf. MU1}Qaka Upan. 
1.2.11 and Chandogya Upan. V.lO.1-6). ~iva having practiced tapas sets an example for the yoga and for those who 
aspire to overcome the human afflictions. 
lit. 'end of the Vedas'; ref. to Upani~ads as the ultimate source of knowledge. 
ref. to the final nasal syllable '0!Jt' which traditionally is sounded at the beginning and conclusion of all sacred 
chanting. Concerning the symbolism of the 'feet' see Ciiturdata Rigamalika note 23. 

8 The nine planets are manifestations of the Supreme Being. 
9 A form of ~iva in his evolution into the world. 

10 See Caturdatl'a Riigamalika notes 14 and 25. 
11 lit . 'wheel' or 'disc'. The most plausible meaning for the term navacakra is 'nine planets'. Nevertheless this 

this may also have a bearing on yoga since cakra represent the various levels of psychic energy which lie along the 
spinal column. The practice of yoga is concerned with the release of the kunstalinl, the coiled-up serpent-like 
power which lies obstructed as the base of the spinal column, to make it rise up through the various cakra levels 
attaining ultimately the top of the head. Eliade:1958 describes the experience of the yogin as " .•. passing beyond 
s!fsara, 'emerging in time f ••• The pre-eminent sign of this transcendence is found in the final act of kut}d.alin1.' s 
ascent, its union with S:iva. II 

12 By worshipping the feet of ~iva man is able to attain mokpa, a state in which the different forms of existence lose 
their separate identities. 

13 The higher standing of ~iva in relationship to that of Guruguha (Skanda), his son, has a direct parallel in yoga. 
S,iva is identified with the highest ascent of the kundalini, whereas Guruguha with the area below it, the sixth cakra. 

14 ref. to convention related to Tantric mantras in which the initial syllable t ka I has particular significance. The 
f ollowing are cited in Monier-Williams; 'name of Praj'apati I, 'of Brahman f, 'of Vi,t'u' et al. According to Bharati: 1970 
the so-called 'kad! I mantras are used for propriation and aquisitton. He further indicates that "A k'l.di-mantra though 
used for magical purposes most frequently, is also used :tn preparing tne mind for the state of oneness •.... H. 

The concentric circles in the above chart indicate divisions of the zodiac according to the 
Nirayana system of Hindu astrology. Starting from the first inner circle, beginning with 

TIlE TEN PRINCIPLE DIVISIONS OF TIlE ZODIAC SIGNS OF TIlE ZODIAC 

the sign Me~a (Aries), the numerical order of the remaining signs are given. The sec ond 
circle depicts the primeval creator (kala puru§a), who with his face northward and while 
encircling the heavens, has all the twelve signs and the twenty-seven lunar mansions (naqatras) 
embedded on him. The third circle shows mulatriko\\a, the places of the seven planets, and 
the fourth indicates the Lords of the various zodiacal signs. The fifth circle shows the 
names of the twenty-seven nak§atras, and the sixth the pictorial representations of the twelve 
zodiac signs (rliS1s). The seventh circle gives the Hindu names for these signs. The Lords of 
the horas (l,i of rllS1) are indicated in the eigth circle. The 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 13th, 14th 
and 15th circles--represent respectively the divisions explained above; ~, saptllmda, 
navi!p4a, dasamll!p4a, dvlldaAam§a, §oddllm§a, and trimSlim§a. The 16th circle shows the divisions 
of sa'tYlltda, i.e. ~o. Each of these divisions in turn is given a particular name and de
fined in progressive order for all the odd-numbered zodiac signs, whereas for all even-numbered 
signs these are given the same names but in their reverse order. The 17th circle designates 
the exaltation positions (paramocca) of the seven planets, while their corresponding debilita-
tions (paraman"lcha) are shown in the 18th circle. The 19th circle defines the characteristics 
of the respective signs, ~nd the outer circle, the 20th, shows the placements of what are known 
the culminating points (~ sandhi). 

[astrological chart from Mantre~vara "Phalad'tPika"] 
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riH 1/12th 
hora 1/2 

drelcApa 1/3 
saptllq>8a 1/7 

navD.ua 1/9 
das~a 1/10 

dvadda,pga 1/12 
~oddllmSa 1/16 
trimS1iIPsa 1/30 
saHy~a 1/60 

of 360" 30· 
of 30· - 15· 
of 30· - 10· 
of 30· - 4·20' approx. 
of 30· - 3·20' 
of 30· = 3· 
of 30· - 2·30' 
of 30· - 2· approx. 
of 30· - 1· 
of 30· - l,i. 

Me~a Aries T 
Vna Taurus ~ 
Mithuna Gemini II 
Karkata Cancer !; 
Simha Leo .n. 
Kanyil Virgo m. 
Tul1i Libra ~ 

Vr~c1ka Scorpio m, 
Dhanus Sagittarius -! 
Makara Capricorn Nj 
Kumbha Aquarius :; 
Mlna Pisces if 



PERFORMING ARTISTS 

S. Ramanathan-A noted singer, musicologist and teacher. He has edited numerous 
volumes of music and has written a number of articles on Diksitar. He also con
tributed to the publication of the Tamil edition of Subbarama Diksitar' s "Sanglta 
Sampradaya PradarHni". In 1971-72 he taught Indian music at Weselyan University 
and received from there a degree in Ethnomusicology. For the pas t several years 
Dr. Ramanathan has been a member of the Experts Cormnittee of the Madras Music 
Akademi. In 1975 he and four other Indian musicians were honored by the Music 
Aksdemi for having actively promoted Diksitar's music. 

Alandur S. Natarajan - Violin 

K Visvanatha Iyer 

R. Tyagarajam - Tamboura 

RECITATION OF MANTRAS 

Vazhutur Rajagopala Sharma - A Sanskrit scholar and authority on the Pura'{las. 
He founded the Purana Pravacana Sabha, a society in Madras devoted to the study 
of the Pura.1;tBs. For a number of years he was associated with the Sanskrit depart
ment of the Sri Ramakrishnan Mission and was formerly a secretary for the Amara 
Bharathi Pariksa Samithi a society promoting the study of Sanskrit. In addition 
to preparing numerous publications for the Ramakrishnan Mission he has also been 
widely recognized for his work in the field of Tamil literature. 

PREPARATION OF NOTES 

Robert S. Gottlieb - A member of the Music Faculty of the Evergreen State College, 
Olympia, WA. He has visited India many times. In 1967-68 he was a Fulbright 
Lecturer in Calcutta. In 1971-72 he was a Research Scholar of the American 
Institute of Indian Studies. Since that time ,he has done extensive work in the 
area of North Indian tabla drumming. During' his most recent visit to India in 
1979-80 he worked in Madras transcribing and recording the music of Diksitar. 
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PRONUNCIATION 

In Sanskrit the accent generally falls on the final heavy syllable of a word. A 
heavy syllable is comprised of either a long vowel or a dip thong \a. I. ii. e, 0, 

ai, au) or a short vowel (a, i, u) followed by two or more consonants. For words 
which do not contain a h~avy sYll~ble the ,accent falls on the ~hird syllable from 
the last (e.g. pa:rama, karanam, cara'Qa, Mangala). All aspirated consonants are 
written as single consonants 1n the devanagar1 alphabet (kh, gh, jh, th, dh, ch, 
ph. bh). These are pronounced with a sudden release of the breath. Nasal and 
semi-nasal consonants (<<, it or rot ~ or ~) are pronounced permitting some of the 
breath to pass through the nose (e.g • .Q!!, angiiraka). The retroflex consonants 
(>, ~h, 4, 4h) are pronounced with the tongue touching the roof of the mouth back 
of the teeth. The consonant fC' 1s always pronounced as in 'church'. Its aspirat
ed form 'ch' is therefore pronounced with a marked sudden release of breath. The 
s1l1bant t s' as in '~iva 1 is pronounced 1 sh', in 'saraoga' as in 'see', whereas 
'iii I as in 'bhalilanga' is somewheres inbetween. 

The pronunciations for the short and long vowels are as follows; 

a - as in 'rug' 
a- as in 'father' 
i - as in 'it' 
i - as in 'niece' 
u - as in 'full' 
ij - as in 'brew' 
e - as in 'hey' 

ai - as in 'aisle' 
o - as in 'low' 

au - as in 'loud' 

The. vowel . f' is pronounced 'ri' as in river. 

LITHO IN U.S.A. ~-
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